
Institutional efforts/initiatives in providing an inclusive environment i.e., tolerance and 

harmony towards cultural, regional, linguistic, communal socioeconomic and other diversities 

We believe in unity in diversity that’s why our students respect the different religion, language 

and culture. We feel the college is our second home and all faculties like a family member. We 

greet and wish each other at different festivals and invite them to have a feast to get introduced 

with ones culture to have amicable relations and to maintain the religious, social and communal 

harmony.  

Similarly our students also celebrate the different festivals with joy and enthusiasm which 

help them to implant the social and religious harmony.  

The diversity in India is unique. Being a large country with large population. India presents 

endless varieties of physical features and cultural patterns. It is the land of many languages it is 

only in India people professes all the major religions of the world. To represent our Indian 

culture, on the eve of our college annual gathering we organize a traditional dress competition 

and fashion show. In this competition students wore the different attire representing the different 

states, religions and cultures. Through this activity students get acquainted with the different 

culture of our nation and help to develop the tolerance and harmony towards cultural, regional, 

linguistic, communal socioeconomic and other diversities. This also creates the inclusive 

environment in the college and society.     

 

 

 

  



Holi celebration in college by students 

 

  

  

 

  



Traditional dress competition in annual social gathering 

  

Students representing tribal culture with “Rela” dance 

  

Playing Dandia and Garba students representing Gujarati culture 

  

“Dhunuchi” a traditional dance showing the uniqueness of West Bengal 



  

Students take delight in traditional dress of kerala 

 
 

Students representing Tamil attire 

  

Pride of Maharashtra “Lawani” a folk dance  



  

“Giddha” a famous folk dance of Punjab displaying feminine grace and elegance 

  

Student representing Muslim culture 



  

A group photograph showing “Unity in Diversity” 

 


